
Acting HM Inspector Nuclear Installations, 
Office for Nuclear Regulation, 
Redgrave Court, Merton Road, Bootle, L20 7HS 

19 July 2011 

Dear_ 

Thank you for your detailed reply to my letter of 23-6-11. 
I don't need a further reply but I found some new (to me) information which 
you may like to have and I hope it can be considered. You may be already 
aware of some of it: 

There was a tsunami at the UK in 1607,described in 
http:// en. . wJc'ped<& . 0'3 /"" if,; /p,,-.-,t-oC (1'1'""""'--Flcods. _ 1607 
This was also described in a 1V programme last week (BBC-212-7-11 "Coast" 
5/ 6 Wales). 
Ref (1) in your letter (Defra, tsunami05 pdf file) dismisses this as a storm 
surge, but the pattern of rocks deposited on the beaches and report of good 
weather at the time do not support this (see below), and your later Ref (2) 
(Defra, tsunami06 pdf file) does not mention it at all. Your Ref (1) mentions 
a 14.5 metre height above the normal Admiralty level (seems excessive! ) . 
If this is so, then it would be wise to build any nuclear power station well 
above this level. 

The geological remains of a tsunami are different from an ordinary flood 
(strange rock deposit patterns which characterise tsunamis) and also the 
wave peak fasted for a long time (discussed in 1V programme by Prof Simon 
Haslett). 

Reports say it occurred in January 1607 causing devastation along the coast 
of South Wales. The foundations of the old St Mary's Church were fatally 
weakened and St Johns become the parish church as a result. It killed many 
people, ruined property, and flooded much of Glamorgan and Somerset. 

The "Great Flood of 1607" affected a large area, including the Gwent Levels 
and the Somerset Levels. The church shown in last week's 1V programme 
with a flood level mark was I think in Monmouthshire, but the church at 
Peterstone Wentioog, just east of Cardiff, also has a mark showing the height 
of the flood. 



A village in Monmouthshire, Goldcliff, has a brass plaque about 2'3" above the 
chancel floor which reads: "1606 On the XX day of January even as it came to 
pas it pleased God the Flud did flow to the edge of this bras and in this parish 
there was lost 5000 and od pownds besides XXII people was in this parrish 
drownd" . 
A similar brass is at St Brides (Wentloog) and Redwick churches (both on the 
Severn estuary). 

There were several articles about it on the BBC news site in 2007 because it 
hit Somerset as well. 

A Google search for Professor Simon Haslett and/or Or Ted Bryant, has more 
details. It is believed to have been caused by an undersea 
earthquake/landslip off Ireland. 

On the Yellowstone matter, I looked at the website you gave, thank you. 
I could not see mention of the lake being tipped up, but I did not search the 
website exhaustively. I have actually myself seen the trees there which are 
now in about one or two feet of water, which were on dry land 70 years ago 
when seedlings. In geological terms, this is a very fast rate of land 
movement, (but I am not a geologist). 

No need to reply -- the above is just for information. But I hope it can be 
considered when siting nuclear power stations. 




